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The role of auditory feedback in speech production was investigated by examining speakers’
phonemic contrasts produced under increases in the noise to signal ratio �N/S�. Seven cochlear
implant users and seven normal-hearing controls pronounced utterances containing the vowels /i/,
/u/, /�/ and /æ/ and the sibilants /s/ and /b/ while hearing their speech mixed with noise at seven
equally spaced levels between their thresholds of detection and discomfort. Speakers’ average vowel
duration and SPL generally rose with increasing N/S. Average vowel contrast was initially flat or
rising; at higher N/S levels, it fell. A contrast increase is interpreted as reflecting speakers’ attempts
to maintain clarity under degraded acoustic transmission conditions. As N/S increased, speakers
could detect the extent of their phonemic contrasts less effectively, and the competing influence of
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economy of effort led to contrast decrements. The sibilant contrast was more vulnerable to noise; it
decreased over the entire range of increasing N/S for controls and was variable for implant users.
The results are interpreted as reflecting the combined influences of a clarity constraint, economy of
effort and the effect of masking on achieving auditory phonemic goals—with implant users less able
to increase contrasts in noise than controls. © 2007 Acoustical Society of America.
�DOI: 10.1121/1.2384848�

PACS number�s�: 43.70.Mn, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Dn, 43.66.Ts, 43.70.Fq �BHS� Pages: 505–518
I. INTRODUCTION

There is a substantial body of research concerning the
effects of adverse speaking conditions on speech parameters.
When the speaker perceives a deterioration in signal to noise
ratio, either because of reduced signal levels or increased
noise levels, that speaker will increase speaking sound level
�Lane and Tranel, 1971; Van Summers et al., 1988; Black,
1951; Hanley and Steer, 1949; Tartter et al., 1993� and seg-
mental duration �Van Summers et al., 1988; Hanley and
Steer, 1949�. Utterances produced under such adverse condi-
tions are more intelligible than those produced under optimal
transmission conditions �Van Summers et al., 1988; Dreher
and O’Neill, 1958; Peters, 1955; Draegert, 1951�.

These changes in sound level and durations under ad-
verse conditions are consistent with those produced under
instructions to speak clearly, as Lane et al. �1997� and Van
Summers et al. �1988� noted. �There are, however, consider-
able differences among talkers: Hazan and Markham, 2004;
Ferguson, 2004; Perkell et al., 2002; Gagné and Tye-Murray,
1994.� Under clear speech instructions, vowel amplitudes
and durations increase �Picheny et al., 1986; Liu et al.,
2004�. Furthermore, like speaking under adverse conditions,
clear speech is also more intelligible than conversational
speech �Picheny et al., 1985, 1986; Chen et al., 1983; Liu et
al., 2004; Krause and Braida, 2003; Payton et al., 1994; Fer-
guson and Kewley-Port, 2002�. Inference from similarities
between clear speech and speaking under adverse conditions
suggests that speakers may respond to clear speech instruc-
tions as though they were speaking under adverse conditions.

There is, however, an important difference between the
changes in speech induced by instructions to speak clearly
and those induced by adverse speaking conditions. Under
clear speech instructions, phonemic contrasts are enhanced
�Chen, 1980; Chen et al., 1983; Moon and Lindblom, 1989;
Picheny et al., 1986�. However, under more adverse speak-
ing conditions, phonemic contrasts are characteristically de-
graded. For example, when the noise to signal ratio �N/S� is
increased by subjecting normal-hearing speakers to loud
masking noise, the speakers’ vowel contrasts are reduced �cf.
Bond et al., 1989; Van Summers et al., 1988�. Likewise, if
little or no signal can be heard, as in profound late-onset
hearing loss, vowel contrasts �cf., Waldstein, 1990; Smyth et
al., 1991; Richardson et al., 1993; Plant, 1984; Langereis et
al., 1997; Lane et al., 2005� and sibilant contrasts �Lane and
Webster, 1991; Matthies et al., 1994� are also reduced com-
pared to speakers with normal hearing �also see Kishon-
Rabin et al., 1999 on vowels�.

The preceding considerations lead us to expect that

speaking sound level will increase monotonically with N/S,
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whereas phoneme contrast distance will show an initial in-
crease followed by a decline. These relations are schema-
tized for vowels in Fig. 1. We define contrast distance for
vowels as the average of Euclidean distances between all
possible vowel pairs in acoustic �mel 1�mel 2� space. In
Fig. 1�A�, for speakers with normal hearing, the monotonic
growth of SPL with N/S is shown by the solid line, while a
hypothesized inflected phoneme contrast function is shown
by a dotted-dashed line. We expect somewhat different
contrast-distance functions in persons who have become pro-
foundly deaf postlingually and then have had hearing par-
tially restored with a cochlear implant. Their experience
while deaf is likely to have led to reduced vowel contrasts
�see above references�. Moreover, the somewhat distorted
hearing they receive from their cochlear implants may make
them less able, compared to speakers with normal hearing, to
use auditory feedback to help increase contrasts. Figure 1�B�
schematizes hypothetical relations from cochlear implant us-
ers, with phoneme contrast at one-month postimplant shown
by a dashed function, and at 1 year, by a dotted function. The
differences between these two functions in overall levels of
contrast and in the noise levels at which the inflection points
occur reflect prior observations that experience with an im-
plant can lead to contrast improvements �cf. Perkell et al.,
2001; Langereis et al., 1997; Kishon-Rabin et al., 1999�.
Note that with the present state of our knowledge we have no
basis for specifying particular functional shapes for the three
contrast-distance functions in Fig. 1—beyond the claims that
the functions have �a� different overall levels, �b� a down-
turn, and �c� a certain ordering of that downturn for the three
experimental conditions �controls, implant users at 1 month,
and 1 year�.

The kind of functional relations illustrated in Fig. 1 be-
tween N/S and phonemic contrast have not been reported
previously, nor have speaking sound level and phonemic

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of hypotheses for normal-hearing speakers
�panel A� and cochlear implant users �panel B� recorded at 1 month and

1 year post-implant.
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contrast been examined together under this type of
intervention.1 In determining these functions for the cases of
vowel and sibilant contrasts, the present experiment seeks to
answer three general questions. First, we ask whether, in ac-
cord with Fig. 1, sound level functions are monotonic
whereas contrast-distance functions are inflected, revealing a
N/S threshold at which speakers typically stop increasing
contrast and start reducing it. Second we ask what will be the
behavior of speakers with late-onset deafness who have had
some hearing restored recently by cochlear prosthesis. Sev-
eral studies were cited above indicating that implant users
produce reduced vowel contrasts. Consequently, the vowel
contrasts produced by the implant users in this experiment
may prove to be less robust in the face of increasing N/S
than those produced by speakers with normal hearing. In
other words, the function relating phoneme contrast to N/S
may inflect at lower values of N/S for implant users than
hearing controls. If so, will the function inflect at lower val-
ues in implant users when measured at 1 month than when
measured after a year’s experience with the implant �as pos-
tulated in Fig. 1�? Our third question is whether the findings
for vowels and sibilants will differ from one another, and if
so, how.

Clarity, effort, and the reduction in contrast: We specu-
late that the contrast distance functions schematized in Fig. 1
are the product of two underlying functions, one with posi-
tive slope, the other with negative slope, resulting in the
inflection of the combined function. The function with posi-
tive slope would reflect a clarity effect—greater contrast dis-
tance under increasingly adverse conditions for communica-
tion. Underlying it is presumably the speaker’s aim to
communicate successfully despite increasing N/S. Underly-
ing the negative slope—reduced phonemic contrast with in-
creasing noise—is hypothetically a principle of least effort
�Lindblom, 1990�. As N/S increases, speakers are less and
less able to hear the auditory consequences of their articula-
tions, so without feedback their contrast distances fall, hypo-
thetically due to a predominating effect of least effort. Con-
sistent with these ideas, Perkell et al. �2002� found that when
subjects were instructed to speak clearly some of them in-
creased effort, as indexed by peak speed of articulation.

Economy of effort is a principle that guides speech mo-
tor control in the DIVA model of speech motor planning
�“Directions into Velocities of Articulators;” Guenther, 1995;
Guenther et al., 1998, 2006; Perkell et al., 2000�, which we
use as a framework for elaborating the current hypotheses
and interpreting the results. In the model, phonemic goals are
regions in auditory-temporal and somatosensory-temporal
spaces. The goal regions are acquired and maintained with
the use of auditory feedback, and speech movements from
one goal to the next are programmed by feedback and feed-
forward subsystems. In the early stages of speech acquisi-
tion, feedback control predominates. As the sensory goals
and feedforward commands are refined, movements become
controlled mainly by the feedforward subsystem �although
the feedback system remains available in case it is needed�.

We noted above that when speakers encounter adverse
speaking conditions �such as a noisy environment�, they tend

to speak more slowly, louder, and if possible, with increased
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contrast, in order to maintain intelligibility. Slower speech
allows time for increased engagement of the feedback sub-
system, which can help enhance or maintain contrast by pro-
viding information about the auditory consequences of the
speech movements and allowing for feedback-based error
correction if goals are not reached under feedforward con-
trol.

When hearing is lost in adulthood, the goal regions and
feedforward commands may deteriorate gradually, leading to
some diminution of phoneme contrasts. However, because
the goals and feedforward commands are relatively robust
and because somatosensory goals remain largely intact, basic
phonemic identity is preserved.

The preceding reasoning leads to the prediction that un-
der increasing N/S, vowel contrast will grow at the cost of
expending more articulatory effort for as long as contrasts
can be perceived by the speakers; then, as contrast perception
and the use of auditory feedback control become more diffi-
cult, a threshold will be reached at which the balance begins
to increasingly favor least effort and contrasts diminish �cf.
Fig. 1�.

Thus, the current study was designed to test the follow-
ing hypotheses:

Hypothesis �1�: In agreement with previous findings,
over some range of increasing N/S values, speakers will not
only speak more loudly and more slowly, they will also hy-
perarticulate, increasing contrast distance up to a point.

Hypothesis �2�: At intermediate levels of noise, when
speakers’ auditory feedback of their own speech is masked to
an extent that presumably begins to compromise their per-
ception of phoneme contrasts, those speakers will continue to
increase SPL toward a maximum level but their contrast dis-
tances will begin to fall.

Hypothesis �3�: Contrast distance functions will inflect
at higher N/S values for normal-hearing speakers than those
for cochlear implant users, indicating that the normal-hearing
speakers are less vulnerable to degradation of transmission
conditions, presumably because they have robust and intact
auditory goals and feedforward control mechanisms �cf.
Guenther et al., 1995, 2006; Perkell et al., 2000� as well as
better hearing.

Hypothesis �4�: Implant users’ contrast distance func-
tions will inflect at higher N/S values after a year’s implant
use than after a month, indicating that their speech is less
vulnerable to degradation of transmission conditions after
experience with the implant—presumably because of retun-
ing of auditory feedback and phonemic contrasts.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

The hypotheses set forth above were tested with two
groups of participants. An experimental group comprised of
five male and two female postlingually deaf, adult volun-
teers, who received cochlear implants at an average age of
52. The implant was either the Clarion �Advanced Bionics,
CIS strategy; Wilson et al., 1995� or the nucleus device �Co-
chlear Corporation; Blamey et al., 1987; McKay and McDer-

mott, 1993�. The implant users were referred to our labora-
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tory by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary or the
University of Massachusetts Memorial Medical Center and
were paid for their participation. Table I presents pertinent
characteristics of these individuals. Rows 10 and 11 of the
table show that the implant users demonstrated substantial
gains in vowel and consonant perception between measures
made preimplant and at 1 year post implant.

A control group consisted of five female and two male
paid volunteers, mean age 42, range 24–58, with no reported
difficulties with speech or hearing. The control group ini-
tially consisted of four male and five female participants.
Those over age 40 took a screening test, in order to deter-
mine approximate thresholds at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz. After a
practice tone at 50 dB HL, sound pressure was increased in
5 dB increments from 0 to 25 dB HL. The series was pre-
sented twice at each of the four frequencies to each ear.
Subjects who failed to report hearing the tone in any of the
16 series �2 ears, 4 frequencies, 2 trials� were excluded,
which resulted in the exclusion of two males and left seven
subjects in the control group. �On a test of phoneme recog-
nition the remaining hearing participants scored at least 95%
correct in vowel recognition and 90% correct in consonant
recognition.� Consequently, the hearing controls are mainly
female, while the implant users are mainly male. As ex-
plained below, in order to average data across subjects re-
gardless of gender, and to compare patterns of averaged data
between groups, the parameters of each speaker’s vowel pro-

TABLE I. Participant characteristics.

1 Implant User ID MM MO

2 Etiology Noise
�WWII�

Blood clot

3 Age at onset of hearing change 20 60
4 Age at onset of profound loss 72 67
5 Age at implantation 78 72
6 Hearing aid used pre-CI: L, R, both Both Left
7 Implant; ear Clarion; R Clarion C11

HiFocus; R
8 Processing strategy: 1 month CIS CIS

9 Processing strategy: 1 year CIS
�no
changes�

HiRes-P

10 Vowel perception �pre, year�
% correct

32, 77 51a

11 Consonant perception �pre, year�
% correct

32, 50 49a

12 Noise level: 1, 7; range, 1 mo. �dB� 61, 82; 21 45, 95; 50
13 Noise level: 1, 7; range, 1 yr. �dB� 53, 93; 40 53, 94; 41
14 Change in dynamic range �dB� 19 −9

15 Normal-Hearing Speaker ID FNH5 FNH3

16 Noise level 1, 7; range �dB� 23, 95; 72 17, 95; 78

aData could not be obtained.
ductions were converted to standard scores before averaging.
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B. Procedures

1. Effects of masking noise

Two kinds of phoneme contrasts were examined, vowel
and sibilant. The vowels /i/, /u/, /�/ and /æ/ were elicited in
the words peet, poot, pet, and pat, in the carrier phrase, “It’s
a _ please.” The sibilants /s/ and /b/ were elicited in the words
sot and shot, in the carrier phrase “Say _ please.” �The car-
rier phrase was changed for the sibilants to avoid subjects’
tendency to elide the “a” in “It’s a _.”�

Implant users were recorded in two sessions following
activation of the speech processors of their cochlear im-
plants, at approximately 1 month postactivation and 1 year
postactivation. For the normal-hearing controls, a single time
sample was recorded. For all subjects, ten tokens of each of
the four /pVt/ and the two /SÄt/ �“S” =sibilant� words were
elicited in random order within each of eight noise to signal
levels. One N/S level had ambient noise only, which we call
the “quiet” condition; the other seven had noise added at
levels ranging between each subject’s approximate thresh-
olds for detection of the noise and for discomfort �described
below�. The presentations were blocked according to increas-
ing levels of N/S.2

Participants were seated in a single-walled sound-
attenuating booth �Eckel Industries� in a comfortable chair. A
head-mounted electret microphone �Audio-Technica, model
AT803B� was placed at a fixed distance of 20 cm from the
participant’s lips. The microphone was connected to a

MK FI MJ MP

fection Unknown Auto-
immune

Hereditary Hereditary

18 19 Early 30s Birth
28 54 43 26
28 56 49 36

one None None Left Both
larion C11
iFocus

Clarion
Auria

Nucleus-24 Clarion C11
HiFocus

Clarion C11
HiFocus; R

S �8
an.�
put dyn.
nge: 55 dB

HiRes-S �not
available�

CIS CIS

iRes-S
put dyn.
nge: 60 dB

HiRes-S
�changed
rate, pulse
width�

SPEAK HiRes-S CIS
�no
changes�

, 55 25, 95 29, 62 35, 96 27, 74

, 57 24, 92 26, 44 21, 74 21, 74

, 90; 52 39, 75; 36 51, 75; 24 61, 88; 27 40, 94; 54
, 95; 25 51, 81; 30 59, 91; 32 59, 83; 24 73, 95; 22
7 −6 8 −3 −32

NH2 FNH7 FNH6 FNH4 MNH1

, 95; 72 23, 95; 72 23, 95; 72 15, 95; 80 21, 95; 74
FJ

In

5
45
46
N
C
H
SA
ch
In
ra
H
In
ra

26

25

38
70
−2

M

23
custom-built “feedback controller” �Technical Collaborative,
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Lexington MA�, which mixed the subject’s speech signal
with specific calibrated levels of noise under computer con-
trol. The noise was approximately speech-shaped, with a
spectral envelope that rolled off at 6 dB per octave.

Both subject groups received auditory feedback from the
output of the feedback controller. For the implant users, the
controller’s output was connected to a laboratory speech pro-
cessor, which was loaded with the settings currently in use
on the subject’s prosthesis. The implant users were allowed
to adjust the overall gain to a level that felt “normal” to them
before the recording commenced. For the normal-hearing
participants, the device was connected to calibrated TDH-39
headphones with ear cushions and the volume set at a com-
fortable level for the subject.

The following procedure was used to establish an ap-
proximate “dynamic range” for each subject. In each session,
for most of the subjects, the lowest noise level was deter-
mined by gradually increasing the noise level generated by
the device until it was just detectable by the subject. The
highest level was set to be just below that considered by the
subject to be uncomfortable �see lowest and highest levels in
Table I, rows 12, 13, and 16�.3 The same upper limit was
used for all normal-hearing subjects, 95 dB SPL. For them as
for the implant users, the five intermediate noise levels added
were set at equal increments of SPL between the lowest and
highest levels.

To provide a reference sound level for calculation of the
sound pressure level of the subjects’ produced vowels, a cali-
bration signal was recorded while the subject remained si-
lent. The signal was generated by an electrolarynx �Cooper-
Rand Sound Source; Luminaud, Inc.; Mentor, OH� placed in
front of the speaker’s lips while an experimenter observed
the sound pressure level on a sound level meter �C scale�
placed next to the microphone.

For the recording, the subject’s speech and the output of
the feedback controller �containing the subject’s speech
mixed with noise, called the “mixed signal”� were low-pass
filtered at 7.2 kHz. The resulting signals were digitized di-
rectly to computer disk, each at a 16 kHz sampling rate.

2. Loudness-target control experiment

The changes in the speaker’s contrast distance due to
clarity and masking effects are potentially confounded with
any changes in contrast distance due to simply speaking
louder. In order to control for the effects on contrast distance
of speaking louder �cf. Pickett, 1956�, most of the partici-
pants served in a control experiment in which they read the
same words they had read in the masking experiment, and
contrast distance was measured without masking noise. Each
speaker was asked to reproduce four of the seven speech
sound levels he or she had produced in the masking experi-
ment �called “target levels”�.4 There were 10 repetitions of
each of the utterances at each of the four target levels. To
guide the speaker in this reproduction, the recording software
generated a real-time visual display of the subject’s sound
level in the form of a moving bar graph, with a 4 dB wide
target region. The centers of the target levels displayed were
derived from the subject’s productions in the masking-noise

experiment at noise-added levels 1, 3, 5, and 7. All the sub-
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jects were readily able to follow the instruction to keep the
bar approximately within the target region. Aside from these
conditions, the recording and data extraction procedures
were the same as in the masking experiment.

C. Data extraction

1. Vowels

Working with a display of the digitized speech signal of
each utterance, an experimenter placed markers at the start
and end of the vowel in each /pVt/ token. The parameters F1
and F2 were extracted algorithmically �while monitored and
corrected, if necessary, by the experimenter� from an LPC
spectrum around mid-vowel. A 40 ms analysis window for
F0 and a 25 ms window for the formants were used. The
LPC filter order was chosen to optimize formant delineation
for each subject. �For further details of procedures for for-
mant extraction, see Lane et al., 2005.� Vowel duration was
calculated from the labeled start and end times, and SPL was
calculated from the RMS over the entire vowel duration as a
log ratio with the RMS of the calibration signal. Values in
mels for each formant, M1 and M2, were calculated from the
formula

M = 2595 � L10�1 + �F/700�� .

An overall measure of vowel contrast, average vowel spac-
ing �AVS�, was calculated as the mean Euclidean distance
separating members of all possible pairs of vowels in the
M1�M2 space for each repetition, averaged across repeti-
tions �Lane et al., 2001�.

To provide a basis for calculating the N/S for each sub-
ject’s utterances, the SPL of the noise at each of the seven
noise levels presented to that subject was derived from the
RMS of a portion of the mixed signal recorded when the
subject was not speaking �i.e., containing only the noise�.
Then, the N/S of each token was calculated as the difference
�in dB� between the SPL of the noise and the SPL of that
token’s recorded speech signal.

2. Sibilants

The start and end of the sibilant frication noise were
determined by visual inspection of the waveform and the
spectrogram, and the spectral mean was extracted algorith-
mically at the mid-point of each sibilant.5 A measure of sibi-
lant contrast distance was calculated as the difference be-
tween the spectral means of /s/ and /b/ for each repetition,
averaged across repetitions �Matthies et al., 1994; Perkell et
al., 2004�.

III. RESULTS

A. Vowels

1. Normal-hearing speakers

Figure 2 shows plots of average values of the parameters
AVS �labeled A, in mels�, duration �D, ms� and SPL �S, dB�
as a function of average �N/S, dB� obtained at each of the
seven noise levels. The error bars show one standard error
about the mean. For plotting purposes, the value of N/S for

the quiet condition was arbitrarily set to be less than the
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al he
lowest value of N/S �from noise level 1�. In each panel,
values of AVS are displayed along the left vertical axis
�mels�; the range of durations is indicated by numbers in the
upper and lower right-hand corners �ms�, and values of SPL
are displayed along the right vertical axis �dB�. The first set
of values in each panel is from the quiet condition and the
remaining values, connected by lines, are from the seven N/S
levels with added noise. Each panel shows data from a con-
trol participant with normal hearing. Note that the range of
N/S is the same in all the panels, −80 to +10 dB. In order to
show values for individual subjects and make the shapes of
the functions as observable as possible, the scales of AVS,
duration, and SPL vary across panels; they have been set so
that the functions fill out the vertical space �which results in
varying aspect ratios�.

For speakers with normal hearing, the dynamic ranges
displayed—the N/S range for each subject from his or her
noise detection to noise discomfort levels—are roughly simi-
lar to one another, occupying most of the horizontal range in
each panel. With a few exceptions and some variation among
the subjects, the plots of each of the three dependent vari-
ables show similar trends across the subjects. SPL and dura-
tion grow approximately monotonically as N/S increases.
The shapes of the AVS functions are more irregular; however
most of them show an increase followed by a decrease. The
most obvious exception to this pattern is AVS for subject
FNH7 �top row, fourth panel�, which increases substantially
at the highest N/S level. Close examination of this subject’s
vowel spectra and listening to the utterances produced at the
highest N/S level revealed that there was no discernable
value of F2 for /u/ within its expected range �based on nor-
mative data from the literature� and the vowel sounded
fronted, unlike an American English /u/. As a result, the al-

FIG. 2. AVS �A-mels�, Duration �D-ms� and SPL �S-dB� vs. noise-to-signal r
values of AVS are on the left vertical axis; the range of durations is shown
right vertical axis. Values of N/S were obtained by multiplying extracted S/N
values on the x-axis are located at the centers of the class intervals. Result
arbitrary.� Subject designations: H=hearing; M/F=male/ female. NH=norm
gorithmically detected values of F2 were in the normal re-

510 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 121, No. 1, January 2007
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gion of F3 for /u/, which caused inflated values of AVS.
Subject FNH7 exhibited the same behavior in the loudness-
target control experiment, so her data are not included in the
plots or statistics of vowel data averaged across subjects �see
below�.

In order to examine group trends, Fig. 3 shows the data
from six of the speakers with normal hearing �excluding
FNH7� averaged across subjects. As noted above in Sec.
II A, because subjects differed in the ranges of variables
measured, values of each subject’s dependent variables and
N/S were rescaled by converting them to standard scores
before averaging. Except for the quiet condition without

dB� for each of the seven speakers who had normal hearing. For each panel,
mbers in the upper and lower right-hand corners; values of SPL are on the
1 and binning the resulting values into seven equally-spaced intervals. The
the quiet conditions are shown separately at the left of each plot �N/S is

aring. Error bars: standard error about the mean.

FIG. 3. Data averaged across six speakers with normal hearing �values in
standard deviations�. To compensate for inter-subject differences in data
averages and ranges, each subject’s data were standardized and the standard-
ized values were averaged across subjects. See caption for Fig. 2 for remain-
atio �
by nu

by −
s from
ing details. Data for Subject FNH7 were not included.
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added noise, the values of N/S were binned into seven
equally spaced intervals, corresponding to the seven pre-
sented noise levels. The averaged standardized values of the
dependent variables were plotted as a function of the average
standardized value of noise level presented, expressed as the
N/S class interval in which that noise level fell.6 The centers
of the seven N/S class intervals are shown on the abscissa in
Fig. 3.

The resulting plot more clearly shows the trends ob-
served in the individual data. SPL and duration grow mono-
tonically as N/S increases. AVS increases then drops with
increasing N/S. The local minimum at N/S=0.50 is due to
downward fluctuations at the fifth point in the individual
curves for FNH6, FNH3, and FNH4 �Fig. 2�.

To test for the significance of observations made from
this and subsequent plots of values averaged across subjects,
two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs �with subjects as a
category variable� and selected post hoc comparisons were
computed on the original �unstandardized� data, separately
for the normal-hearing speakers and for the implant users at
1 month and at 1 year. The ANOVAs were calculated on the
unstandardized data to avoid possible violations of the as-

TABLE II. Summary of ANOVA results. �2�100=
�eta-squared� is calculated from �F= ��2 /1−�2�� �df

Row Sample Variable Source

1 NH AVSML Subj
2 Noise level
3 NL�Subj
4 NL3�NL1
5 NL7�NL1
6 SPL Subj
7 NL
8 NL�Subj
9 DUR Subj
10 NL
11 NL�Subj

12 CI—month AVSML Subj
13 Noise level
14 NL�Subj
15 NL7�NL1
16 SPL Subj
17 NL
18 NL�Subj
19 DUR Subj
20 NL
21 NL�Subj

22 CI—1 year AVSML Subj
23 Noise level
24 NL�Subj
25 NL4�NL1
26 NL7�NL1
27 SPL Subj
28 NL
29 NL�Subj
30 DUR Subj
31 NL
32 NL�Subj
sumptions underlying analysis of variance. The ANOVA re-
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sults are presented in Table II and are indexed in the follow-
ing text by the corresponding row numbers. The column
labeled “�2�100” gives the percentage of variance ac-
counted for by the effect. For the normal-hearing speakers
and each of the three dependent variables, the effects of sub-
ject, noise level and their interaction were significant at p
�0.001 �AVS: Table II, rows 1–3, SPL: rows 6–8; Duration:
rows 9–11�. Values of �2�100 show that most of the effects
accounted for large amounts of the variance, except for the
effect of noise level and the interaction of subject with noise
level on AVS �rows 2 and 3�, possibly due to the irregular
shapes of the individual AVS functions seen in Fig. 2.

Post hoc comparisons showed that the highest value of
AVS �at the third noise level� was reliably greater than at the
first noise level �Table II, row 4�; AVS at the seventh noise
level was reliably less than at the first noise level �row 5�.

2. Cochlear implant users

Figure 4 shows individual plots for the seven implant
participants. This figure is like Fig. 2, except in this case,
there are two panels for each subject. The upper one is from

entage of variance accounted for by the effect. �2

/df means�� �Young, 1993�. NL: Noise level.

F DF p �2�100

473 5, 33 �0.001 98
19.5 6, 198 �0.001 37
6.0 30, 198 �0.001 48
9.9 6, 33 �0.001 64

22.8 6, 33 �0.001 81
1130 5, 33 �0.001 99
476 6, 198 �0.001 94

92 30, 198 �0.001 93
128 5, 33 �0.001 95
221 6, 198 �0.001 87
23 30, 198 �0.001 78

156 6, 47 �0.001 95
3.6 6, 282 �0.001 7
1.6 36, 282 �0.01 17
3.6 7, 47 �0.001 34

251 6, 47 �0.001 96
27.7 6, 282 �0.001 37

4.9 36, 282 �0.001 38
328 6, 47 �0.001 97
19 6, 282 �0.001 28
13 36, 282 �0.001 62

410 6, 51 �0.001 98
10 6, 306 �0.001 17
3.5 36, 306 �0.001 30
3.8 7, 51 �0.05 34

16 7, 51 �0.001 69
1719 6, 51 �0.001 99
176 6, 306 �0.001 78

19 36, 306 �0.001 69
2146 6, 51 �0.001 99

7.5 6, 306 �0.001 13
8.0 36, 306 �0.001 48
perc
error
data collected at 1 month postimplant; the lower, from data
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collected at 1 year postimplant. The N/S range is the same in
all the panels, −50 to 10 dB. The ranges of the dependent
values are adjusted for each subject, but they are the same in
each subject’s 1 month and 1 year plots, to show changes
between the two recording sessions.

The overall range of N/S displayed in the plots is 60 dB,
30 dB less than that for the speakers with normal hearing.
This observation is consistent with the reduced dynamic
range that implant users are known to have in general �cf.
Hong et al., 2003�. For two of the implant users, FJ and MP,
the dynamic range was considerably smaller at 1 year than
1 month �Table I, row 14� and the compression is in the
direction of higher values. The opposite is true of subject
MM, whose range is considerably greater at 1 year than
1 month �Table I, row 14�. As can be seen from rows 8 and
9 in Table I, these changes cannot be accounted for by avail-
able information on implant processing strategies since MM

FIG. 4. AVS �A-mels�, Duration �D-ms� and SPL �S-dB� vs. noise-to-sign
implant user, an upper one of data from one month and a lower one from on
see caption of Fig. 2.
and MP’s strategies did not change between the two time
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samples.7 Although there may be some overall regularity
among the shapes of the functions for the dependent vari-
ables, the regularities are difficult to discern because of con-
siderable difference among the subjects in the function shape
�e.g., location of the inflection point� and sometimes large
values of standard error about the mean.

Figure 5 shows data averaged across the seven implant
users, at 1 month �panel A� and at 1 year �panel B� postim-
plant. As explained above, to combine individual speaker’s
data despite differences in the ranges of their variables, and
to compare overall differences in levels of the dependent
variables between 1 month and 1 year, before averaging
over repetitions and speakers, all measures for each subject,
including N/S, were converted to standard scores pooling
across the two time samples. The functions in Fig. 5 show
some similarities to those of the speakers with normal hear-
ing in Fig. 3—more so at 1 year than at 1 month; however,

io �N/S-dB� for each of the 7 implant users. There are two plots for each
r post-implant. Subject designations: M/F=male/ female. For further detail,
al rat
e yea
there are also several differences.
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a. AVS An ANOVA was computed on the unstandard-
ized data for each time sample separately, with subject as a
category variable and noise level as the treatment variable.
The ANOVA results show main effects of subject and noise
level on AVS at 1 month �Table II, rows 12 and 13� and at
1 year �rows 22 and 23� and a significant interaction between
noise level and subject at both time samples �rows 18 and
24�. In the 1 month data �Fig. 5�A��, AVS stays essentially
flat with increased masking until it begins to drop at the sixth
noise level. Effect sizes in Table II show that noise level
accounts for 7% of the variance in AVS for the implant users
at 1 month postimplant �row 13�. At 1 year postimplant it
accounts for more than twice as much of the variance �17%,
row 23� but still less than for the controls �37%, row 2�. AVS
clearly begins at a higher mean standard score in the 1 year
data �Fig. 5�B�� than in the 1 month data �Fig. 5�A��. Post
hoc comparisons showed that the highest AVS value in the
1 year data, at noise level 4, is slightly but reliably greater
than its value at noise level 1 �row 25�. AVS begins to fall at
noise level 5 in the 1 year data �Fig. 5�B�� and reaches its
lowest value at noise level 7, similar to the lowest value
reached in the 1 month data �also at noise level 7�. In both
time samples, AVS is significantly lower at noise level 7 than

FIG. 5. Data averaged across the seven implant users, at one-month �panel
A� and one-year �panel B� post-implant. See caption of Fig. 3 for remaining
details.
at noise level 1 �rows 15 and 26�.
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b. SPL and duration As seen in Fig. 5, standardized
durations are clearly shorter at 1 year than at 1 month
postimplant, consistent with earlier observations on unstand-
ardized measures �cf. Perkell et al. 1992�. SPL grows with
increasing N/S to a greater extent in the 1 year data than in
the 1 month data. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs on
the 1 month and 1 year data showed main effects of noise
level on SPL and duration �one-month: rows 17, 20; one-
year: rows 28, 31�.

Turning to the subject variable and its interaction
with noise level, there were significant effects of these two
variables on SPL in both time samples �1 month: rows 16,
18; 1 year: rows 27, 29�. SPL increased with noise level in
both time samples, but the shape of the function resembles
that of the normal-hearing speakers �Fig. 3� more in the
1 year data than in the 1 month data. There were also sig-
nificant effects of subject and its interaction with noise level
on duration in both time samples �1 month: rows 19, 21;
1 year: rows 30, 32�.

B. Sibilants

Figure 6 shows plots of sibilant contrast distance �C�,
spectral mean for /s/ �S� and spectral mean for /b/ �H� as a
function of N/S �standardized� values. The N/S values are
taken from the vowel data described above. The data are
averaged across the seven control subjects �Fig. 6�A�� and
the seven implant users at 1 month �6�B�� and 1 year �6�C��.
For the controls, contrast distance shows an initial non-
significant rise from the quiet condition and then drops
steadily as N/S increases. Observation of spectral means re-
veals that the decline in contrast distance is due mainly to an
increase in the spectral mean for /b/, beginning at the fourth
noise level. The spectral mean for /s/ remains relatively flat
across all N/S levels.

The data averaged across the implant users �Figs. 6�B�
and 6�C�� are much more variable and show only one dis-
cernable trend: at 1 month postimplant �Fig. 6�B��, there is
an initial increase in contrast distance followed by a decline
over the first four N/S levels which appears to be due to a
corresponding increase in spectral mean for /b/. This contrast-
distance decline in the 1 month data begins at a higher value
than that found at any of the N/S levels in the 1 year data; at
the end of the decline, it is in the same range as the values
shown at 1 year across all N/S levels.

C. Control experiment

For each of the speakers who participated in the control
experiment, whatever their hearing status, the sound levels
they produced had no reliable effect on their vowel contrast
or sibilant contrast. Between groups, implant users did not
differ reliably from hearing speakers in vowel contrast
�F�1,88�=0.7, p�0.05� nor in sibilant contrast �F�1,83�
=0.57, p�0.05�. There was no significant interaction be-
tween hearing status and the effects of produced sound level

on vowel contrast �F�3,264�=2.2, p�0.05�.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Summary and interpretation of results

1. Vowels

Within each of the three experimental conditions �con-

FIG. 6. Sibilant contrast distance �C�, spectral mean for /s/ �S� and spectral
mean for /b/ �H� vs N/S �standardized values, as for Figs. 3 and 5�. Results
for speakers with normal hearing are shown in panel A, for implant users at
one-month in panel B and for one-year post-implant in panel C. �For further
details, see captions of Figs. 3 and 5.�
trol, and implant users at 1 month, and 1 year post implant�
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there was considerable variation from one speaker to the next
in the relations between the dependent variables and N/S.
Among the implant users, possible sources of variance in-
clude processor strategy, insertion depth, and demographic
factors identified in Table I, such as age at profound hearing
loss. Furthermore, speakers with normal hearing differ in
their understanding of how extensively they should adapt
their speech when they are subjected to increased noise
�Lane and Tranel, 1971�. In spite of this between-speaker
variation, when the results were averaged across subjects,
they demonstrated support for the hypotheses. This support
is most evident in the functions for AVS, SPL, and duration
in the normal-hearing speakers �Fig. 3�. Over the entire range
of increasing N/S, vowel SPL and durations increase and at
the lower N/S levels AVS begins to increase �Hypothesis 1�.
At intermediate noise levels, AVS begins to fall, while the
other two parameters continue increasing �Hypothesis 2�. At
higher N/S levels, AVS drops to a level below the condition
with no added noise. Thus we infer that as long as speakers
can perceive the degree of vowel contrast in the presence of
masking noise, they will attempt to increase it. The more
masking interferes with the perception of vowel contrast, the
more contrast drops. The results of the loudness-target con-
trol experiment—no systematic relation between AVS and
produced sound level—indicate that the observed relations
between vowel contrast and N/S are not simply due to speak-
ing louder.

Hypothesis 3 predicted that the function would inflect at
a higher N/S level for the speakers with normal hearing than
for the implant users and Hypothesis 4 predicted that the
inflection point would be at a higher N/S level for the im-
plant users at one year than at one month. However, obser-
vation of Figs. 3 and 5 reveals a tendency toward the reverse
ordering. The inflection point on the function labeled “A” is
at the third or fourth noise level for the normal-hearing
speakers, at the fourth level for the implant users at 1 year
and at the fifth for the implant users at 1 month. A possible
explanation for this preliminary observation, and for the ob-
served differences in overall level of AVS among the three
data sets, may be developed from further consideration of
principles incorporated into the DIVA model as described in
the introduction, along with the schematic diagram shown in

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram illustrating a possible explanation of the results.
Average vowel spacing vs. normalized N/S. The solid function �NH� shows
the result for the speakers with normal hearing; the dashed function �Cl-Yr�,
for the implant users at one year post-implant, and the dotted line �CI-Mo�,
for the implant users at one month.
Fig. 7.
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The figure shows three hypothetical AVS functions: for
normal-hearing speakers, �NH, solid line�, for implant users
at 1 year postimplant �CI-Yr, dashed line�, and for implant
users at 1 month postimplant �CI-Mo, dotted line�. As sche-
matized in the figure and observed above, the NH function
rises and then drops. The CI 1 year function begins at a
lower level of AVS than the NH function, and it only rises
slightly before beginning to turn downward. The CI 1 month
function begins at the lowest level and stays flat until it also
turns downward. The observed tendency in ordering of the
inflection points �third or fourth noise level for the normal-
hearing speakers, fourth level for the implant users at 1 year,
and fifth for the implant users at 1 month� is also approxi-
mated in the schematized functions in Fig. 7.

The introduction suggested that an inflected AVS func-
tion as exemplified by the solid �NH� curve in Fig. 7 could
be the product of two underlying functions: �1� the speaker’s
increasing contrast distance as noise level increases and �2� a
predominating influence of economy of effort as masking
increasingly prevents the speaker from using auditory feed-
back to help achieve auditory goals. The contrasts produced
by implant users at 1 month postimplant are presumably in-
fluenced by a long-term and gradual degradation of their
feedforward commands and auditory goals while they were
deaf. After implantation, a poorly tuned auditory feedback
subsystem �which was still adjusting to the novel stimulus
from the implant� could have made it impossible to increase
vowel contrasts above current working levels. This would
result in low levels of contrast despite increasing N/S as
shown by the dotted �CI-Mo� function. After a year’s expe-
rience with the implant, when the auditory feedback sub-
system presumably had been tuned up and auditory goals and
feedforward commands had been updated, the speakers op-
erated at a higher level of contrast and were able to increase
it somewhat under moderately adverse listening conditions,
reflected in the dashed function �CI-Yr�. In effect, a year’s
experience of refining auditory goals and retuning feedfor-
ward and feedback control subsystems could have raised the
implant users’ contrast “ceiling” to some extent, but not to
the level of speakers with normal hearing.

Thus, all three data samples �normal-hearing speakers,
implant users at 1 month and at 1 year� hypothetically may
be characterized by a single function that incorporates the
effects of clarity, economy of effort and masking, along with
a superimposed clarity ceiling that presumably depends on
the state of the speakers’ feedback and feedforward control
subsystems. These four factors taken together, then, would
have established the observed ordering of inflection points,
viz., at the third or fourth noise level for the normal-hearing
speakers, at the fourth level for the implant users at one year,
and at the fifth N/S level for the implant users at 1 month.

2. Sibilants

The speakers with normal hearing operated at a higher
overall level of sibilant contrast �1134 Hz� than the implant
users �669 Hz; �F �1,198�=82, p�0.001�. The functions in
Fig. 6 show that sibilant contrast was more vulnerable to
masking noise than the vowel contrast. Unlike AVS, sibilant

contrast for the normal-hearing subjects showed no signifi-
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cant increase at lower values of N/S; it dropped continuously
with increased levels of masking. Sibilant contrasts for the
implant users were even more vulnerable to masking—
showing large amounts of intersubject and within-subject
variability and only a partially systematic relation to level of
masking; a decline over the first four noise levels at 1 month
postimplant. Considering that this decline is observed at
1 month, the lack of any systematic relation to masking at
1 year is somewhat puzzling. The sibilants’ greater vulner-
ability to noise compared to vowels is not surprising. The
sibilants are differentiated from one another by characteris-
tics of their noise spectra, which are much more likely to be
masked by speech-shaped noise than the higher amplitude
spectral peaks of vowels that are being excited by a voicing
source.

For the most part, the unstandardized contrast values in
the quiet condition for the individual implant users �not
shown� displayed generally good sibilant contrasts, although
this relation in the average plots of standardized values re-
lating sibilant contrast to N/S is inverted at 1 month �Fig.
6�B�� and is not significant at 1 month or at 1 year �Fig.
6�C��.

The finding that the decrease in sibilant contrast distance
is due mainly to an increase in the spectral mean for /b/ while
that for /s/ remains flat �Figs. 6�A� and 6�B�� is compatible
with earlier results. Matthies et al. �1996� describe a gradual
increase in spectral median for /b/ in an implant user during a
period of about 17 min while his implant was turned off. The
increase in spectral median was accompanied by a gradual
movement of the tongue blade forward, which would dimin-
ish the size and raise the resonant frequency of the cavity
anterior to the constriction. When the implant was turned on
again, making it possible again for the subject to hear the
consequences of his articulations, on the next utterance the
subject had brought his tongue blade back to its normal place
of articulation, returning the spectral median to its normal
value.

Perkell et al. �2004� investigated the sibilant contrast
further with measures of 19 normal-hearing speakers’ pro-
duced spectral contrast distance, their use of contact of the
tongue tip with the lower alveolar ridge �hypothetically a
somatosensory goal�, and their auditory acuity. The results
showed that speakers who had higher auditory acuity for the
sibilant contrast, and who used tongue contact for /s/ but not
/b/, produced the greatest contrast distances; those who evi-
denced moderate acuity or s-contact produced intermediate
contrast distances; and those who showed neither high acuity
nor s-contact produced the smallest contrast distances. These
findings were interpreted as support for the hypothesis that
articulatory goals are auditory and somatosensory: in this
case, the goals would be a higher spectral center of gravity
and tongue contact with the lower alveolar ridge for /s/ but
not /b/. The use of contact to stabilize the production of /s/ is
one of a number of examples of saturation effects that stabi-
lize the production of virtually any consonant �Perkell et al.,
2000, 2004�. Thus the spectral mean for /s/ is relatively un-
affected by increased masking, because speakers are able to
rely on the saturation effect for that sound in order to main-

tain the articulation in a way that is not affected by the loss
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of auditory feedback. On the contrary, masking affects /b/
presumably because speakers have to rely more on its audi-
tory goal.

If speakers use an articulatory saturation effect for /s/ as
described, the sibilant contrast would not be influenced by a
tradeoff between clarity and economy of effort as much as
the vowel contrasts would be. Were a speaker to change the
amount of pressure between the tongue tip and lower alveo-
lar ridge, that change in “effort” would presumably not be
reflected in any change in the sibilant acoustics. Vowels, with
their predominantly auditory/acoustic targets, generally are
characterized by more continuous relations between changes
in articulation and acoustics �except for place of articulation
for /i/, /Ä/ and /u/, Stevens, 1989, 1998; and degree of con-
striction for /i/, Perkell et al., 2000; Perkell and Nelson,
1985�.

B. Relations to other findings and conclusions

These findings are compatible with another experiment
�Lane et al., in press� conducted in our laboratory that em-
ployed the same implant users �plus an additional subject�
and a group of normal-hearing subjects that included some of
the same speakers as in this study. In the experiment reported
by Lane et al., AVS of eight vowels �as opposed to the cur-
rent four� and sibilant contrast distance were examined pre-
implant and postimplant at two time samples—1 month and
1 year—with the implant processor �i.e., auditory feedback�
turned off and on. The normal-hearing subjects, for feedback
off, were presented with 95 dB of masking noise and for
feedback on, no masking. In each of the recorded speech
samples under feedback-on and feedback-off conditions,
measures of both kinds of contrast, vowel and sibilant, were
lower with feedback off than with it on. Parallel results were
found in the current study: contrasts produced at the highest
noise level �feedback maximally masked� were lower than
the contrasts produced with no added noise. Also, contrasts
for the larger vowel set were lower for the implant users at
each time sample than were the contrasts of the normal-
hearing speakers, as in the results of the present study.

In the only prior study that examined several vowel pa-
rameters produced under different levels of masking noise,
Van Summers et al. �1988� measured RMS amplitudes, du-
rations, F0, spectral slope and F1 and F2 from pronuncia-
tions of the digits “zero” through “nine” �plus some “con-
trol” words� by two male subjects with normal hearing. Five
repetitions were pronounced at each of four levels of noise:
quiet �no masking noise�, 80, 90, and 100 dB. The two sub-
jects differed somewhat from one another, but in general,
amplitudes and durations followed the same trends as in the
current study—increasing at higher noise levels. There was
also a tendency for F0 values and spectral slope to increase
with increasing levels of noise. F1 and F2 were analyzed
separately and showed different trends for the two speakers;
however, when we calculated AVS from the mean values in
Figs. 6 and 7 of Van Summers et al. �1988, p. 922�, both
subjects showed lower values of AVS with 100 dB of mask-

ing noise than in the quiet.
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Many investigators have found �e.g., Lane, 1963; Hawk-
ins and Stevens, 1950; Hirsh et al., 1954� that the intelligi-
bility of speech mixed with noise decreases with increasing
N/S. Assuming that speakers have implicit knowledge of
noise-induced decrements in intelligibility, such knowledge
provides motivation to enhance sound contrasts as much as
possible in the face of environmental noise. The current re-
sults support the idea that speakers will increase clarity as
much as they can, until the level of environmental noise
begins to interfere with the use of auditory feedback mecha-
nisms. With increasing noise, speakers are less and less able
to perceive their own sound contrasts, and a presumed influ-
ence of economy of effort becomes a more predominant fac-
tor, causing contrast decrements. Speakers with compro-
mised hearing �implant users in this case� habitually operate
at lower levels of contrast than those with normal hearing,
and when confronted with environmental noise, are less able
to maintain and enhance contrasts.
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1The study by Van Summers et al. �1988� is the closest in design to the
current study. However, it was of only two male speakers with normal
hearing; it did not employ as many noise levels and did not use levels near
a detection threshold; and although F1 and F2 values were reported, con-
trast distances were not. Their results are compared further with the current
study in the Discussion.

2In the earliest recordings, at 1 month postimplant for implant users MM,
FJ, and MJ, the noise levels were randomized. The paradigm was changed
to make the task more straightforward for the subjects.

3For all subjects, the noise was presented initially at 70 dB SPL, so that they
would know what to listen for. To establish the lower threshold for all the
implant users and all but three of the normal-hearing subjects, the noise was
then presented at 11 dB SPL and the level was increased in 2 dB incre-
ments until the subject first reported hearing the noise. �For the first three
normal-hearing controls, FNH3, FNH4, and MNH1, the lower threshold
was set arbitrarily at 23 dB SPL.� When the lower threshold had been
established for the implant users, the noise was presented again at 70 dB
SPL and the level was increased in 2 dB increments until the subject indi-
cated that the noise was as loud as he or she would tolerate. These proce-
dures were carried out once on each subject. The upper limit was set at
95 dB SPL for all the normal-hearing controls. Although this method es-
tablished only an approximation of each subject’s dynamic range, it was
considered adequate for the purposes of the experiment.

4The control experiment took place at a later date. Two of the seven NH
subjects �FNH5, FNH6� and one of the seven implant users �MM� were not
available to participate.

5Spectral mean has been shown to provide a robust, meaningful acoustic
measure of the contrast �Forrest et al., 1988; Jongman, Wayland, and Wong,
2000; Matthies et al., 1994, 1996�. Matthies et al. �1994� showed that
late-deafened adults with reduced sibilant contrasts had improved contrasts
after 6 months of implant use; spectral median and spectral skew gave

similar results.
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6The subject’s produced vowel sound level varied somewhat from token to
token within each of the presented noise levels. For those tokens produced
with more extreme sound level values at any given noise level, the calcu-
lated value of N/S fell into the bin for the next higher or lower presented
noise level; therefore, the number of tokens underlying the averaged values
shown in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 vary somewhat from the standardized N/S value
�bin� to the next.

7Differences in an implant subject’s range between the thresholds for detec-
tion and discomfort at 1 month and 1 year may be due to the subjects’
having used different sensitivity settings �for what felt “comfortable” at the
time�, which were beyond the experimental control.
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